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Introduction. In the classical theory of finite dimensional representations

of compact groups, every representation may be expressed uniquely as a

direct sum of irreducible representations. This reduces the problem of deter-

mining the complete representation theory of such a group to the much

simpler problem of determining the irreducible representations. In the past

decade or so many attempts have been made to generalize this situation to a

theory of (not necessarily finite dimensional) unitary representations of

separable locally compact groups. For this purpose, the von Neumann con-

cept of "direct-integrals" of weakly-closed *-algebras of operators [19] was

adapted to give a "direct-integral" of representations, which appears to be

the natural extension of the concept of a direct sum of representations [17].

There is a natural "duality" between representation theory and the theory of

von Neumann algebras. In particular, there is an intrinsic way of classifying

representations into types I, II and III, which is equivalent to the Murray-

von Neumann classification of the JF*-rings of operators generated by the

range of the representations. A group is called type I if all its representations

are type I. (Cf. [l; 12; 14].)
In the case of type I groups, a completely satisfactory decomposition

theory is obtained. (Cf. [15] with added amendments [2; 6; 7 and 8].) We

assume throughout this paragraph that the group G is type I. The dual ob-

ject is then, as in the classical case, the collection G of all unitary equivalence

classes of irreducible representations of the group G, in which a <r-ring of sub-

sets is specified. This cr-ring of distinguished sets is called a Borel structure

for G. G may also be given a natural "hull-kernel" topology whose closed sets

generate the Borel structure for G. (Cf. [5; 6].) A representation L is said to

be multiplicity free if its commuting algebra (R(L, L) (the ring of operators

which commute with every element of the range of L) is Abelian. Every type

I representation can be expressed uniquely (up to order of terms and unitary

equivalence) as a discrete direct sum of multiplicity free representations [14,

Theorem 1.4]. Finally, every multiplicity free representation can be expressed

uniquely (up to unitary equivalence and sets of measure zero) as a direct

integral of irreducible representations with respect to a cr-finite measure p. on

G. The measure p is determined only up to absolute continuity. In this way a
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one-to-one order preserving correspondence is set up between the collection

of all unitary equivalence classes of multiplicity free representations of a type

I group and the collection of all cr-finite measure classes on G, [15, corollary to

Theorem 10.6]. The theory as developed in [15] required an additional tech-

nical assumption on the Borel structure in G. The final touch was put on the

type I theory when Glimm [7] proved that this additional hypothesis (that

G be "smooth") is equivalent to the property that G be type I. (Also see [2].)

However when one leaves the frontiers of the type I case, the analogies

with the classical theory of finite dimensional representations break down

rapidly. Type II and III representations have no irreducible subrepresenta-

tions. Multiplicity theory (see [14]) assumes a more difficult, albeit more

interesting, form. Representations can still be decomposed into direct inte-

grals of irreducible representations, but examples were soon discovered [13,

Theorem 11 ] where a type II representation may be expressed as a direct

integral of irreducible representations in two different ways, so that no com-

ponent of one decomposition is unitary equivalent to any component in the

second decomposition. Further there is no hope of expressing a nontype I

representation as a discrete direct sum of multiplicity free representations,

as every multiplicity free representation is type I. Further it has been shown

[7] that the Borel structure in the dual G is necessarily bad (specifically it

does not have a countable separating family of Borel sets) in the nontype I

case. As we shall see, all of these difficulties combine to force one to consider

a new "dual-object." To continue the narrative it is necessary at this point

to define some terms.

Let x—*LX and x-^Mx denote two unitary representations of a separable

locally compact group G over separable Hubert spaces 3C(L) and 3C(i7) re-

spectively. L and M are said to be disjoint, denoted LàM, if no subrepre-

sentation of L is equivalent to any subrepresentation of M. We say L covers

M, denoted L\M, if no subrepresentation of M is disjoint from L. We say

L is quasi-equivalent to M, denoted L~M, if L covers M and M covers L.

The term "quasi-equivalence" is perhaps misleading as this relation is a bona-

fide equivalence relation. The adjective "quasi" is used only to distinguish the

relation from the more traditional concept of unitary equivalence. As we

shall see later, the collection of all quasi-equivalence classes of representa-

tions, under the covering relation defined above, forms a <r-complete, dis-

tributive partially ordered system in which every pair of elements are either

disjoint or have a greatest lower bound.

If a group is type I, it is well known that every quasi-equivalence class

contains a unique (up to unitary equivalence) multiplicity free representa-

tion. Thus the classification, in the type I case described above, of all multi-

plicity free representations by means of measure classes on G, may be inter-

preted as an order-preserving classification of the quasi-equivalence classes of

representations of G. Furthermore, a multiplicity theory has been developed,
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not dependent on the type I hypothesis, for distinguishing representations

(up to unitary equivalence) within a quasi-equivalence class. (For example

see [14, Theorem 1.5].) Thus the problem of classifying all representations,

up to unitary equivalence, is reduced to that of classifying the quasi-equiva-

lence classes. By analogy with the type I case, we plan to effect this classi-

fication by means of a decomposition theory, with each quasi-equivalence

class corresponding to a measure class on a dual-object, the points of this

dual-object representing the "building blocks."

Let Q denote the collection of all quasi-equivalence classes of representa-

tions of some group G, partially ordered by the covering relation defined

above. The elements of Q which are minimal with respect to this partial

ordering we shall call primary classes. We define G, the quasi-dual of G, to

be the collection of these primary classes. In our general decomposition

theory, the primary classes will serve as the "building blocks" and the quasi-

dual G as our "dual object." A representation will be called primary if it is

contained in a primary class. Then a representation is primary if and only if

it cannot be expressed as the direct sum of two disjoint representations. Let

Ct(L) denote the von Neumann algebra of operators generated by the range

of the representation L. Then L is primary if and only if &(L) is a factor in

the Murray-von Neumann terminology, i.e., if and only if &(L) has trivial

center. For this reason primary representations are often referred to in the

literature as "factor representations." (For example in [14 and 18].) How-

ever the term "primary," used in [12] and [16], seems to be more appropriate

in the context of group representations and will be used exclusively through-

out this paper. By means of the Murray-von Neumann theory of factors,

every primary representation, and thus every primary class, may be classified

as being either of type I, II or III. (Cf. [12 and 14].)

A er-ring of sets, called Borel sets, is specified in G, which will hereafter be

called a "Borel structure" for G, (cf. [15]). Our main result on decomposition

theory (Theorem 2) is that the central decomposition [14, p. 201 ], often called

the "canonical decomposition," may always be taken over G. More specifi-

cally, to each representation L of G, there corresponds a measure p on G

and a ju-measurable map y—>7> such that LyEy for all yGG, L~f(¡Lvdp(y)

and the range of the projection valued measure associated with this decom-

position, is the collection of all projections in the center of <R(L, L). Using

this result, we obtain a one-to-one order preserving correspondence between

Q and a lattice ideal 6311(G) of measure classes on G, (Theorems 3 and 4).

We call e9TC(G) the canonical measure lattice on G. Thus the general repre-

sentation problem for G has been reduced to: (a) determining the quasi-dual

G, i.e., determining the "building blocks," and (b) determining the canonical

measure lattice on G, i.e., determining the "blueprints" which describe how

the general representation is to be constructed from primary representations.

Part (b) is a new aspect of the representation problem which is not present
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in the type I case as the canonical measure lattice is then simply the lattice

of all ff-finite measure classes on G. It is hoped that additional investigation

will give more detailed knowledge of the canonical measure lattice for the

nontype I case, than is given in the somewhat superficial characterization

(Proposition 7) presented in this paper.

We remark at this point that although the previous statements are given

in terms of group representations, completely analogous results hold for

bounded ^representations of separable Banach *-algebras, i.e., for bounded

*-algebra homomorphisms into bounded linear operators on a separable

Hubert space. Indeed, the theory will be formulated so as to apply both to

unitary representations of groups and to ""-representations of algebras.

In §1 we formulate our problem, pin down our basic definitions, and de-

scribe the object, Q, which we plan to characterize. In §2 we define and de-

scribe our new dual-object, the quasi-dual. In §3 we obtain some properties

of the central decomposition which we will need in the sections to follow. In

§4 we connect the two previous sections by showing that the quasi-dual may

always be used as the Borel space in the central decomposition. We also show

in this section that two representations are quasi-equivalent if and only if

the corresponding components in their central decompositions are quasi-

equivalent. In §5 we examine the lattice of measure classes determined on the

quasi-dual by means of the decomposition theory developed in §4. In par-

ticular we study the correspondence thus generated between the elements of

Q and measure classes on the quasi-dual. In §6 we develop a formulation of

multiplicity theory which (a) meshes in a natural manner with the character-

ization of representations up to quasi-equivalence developed in the previous

sections, (b) distinguishes representations, up to unitary equivalence, within

a quasi-equivalence class, and (c) casts the multiplicity theory for type I, II

and III representations into the same mold. §7 outlines the few modifications

needed to make the entire theory applicable to projective representations.

I wish to thank Professors Feldman, Fell, Glimm and Mackey for some

helpful conversations relating to the subject matter of this paper.

Professor J. Dixmier, after reading the first draft of this work, communi-

cated to the author by letter the important result (Theorem 1) that the sub-

set of all primary representations Gp is a Borel subset of the set of all concrete

representations Gc. (Cf. §2.) Lemmas 2 and 3, and Theorem 1, including the

proofs, are the work of Professor Dixmier and we appreciate his willingness

to have them incorporated into this paper. Theorem 1 has improved many

of the subsequent results and in some places has greatly simplified the proofs.

The reader may wish to compare this presentation with the formulation of

the theory [4] developed before Professor Dixmier made his contribution.

1. Formulation of the problem. Throughout this paper W will denote a

fixed separable locally compact group or a fixed separable Banach *-algebra.

When W is a group, the term "representation" shall mean a homomorphism
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x-+Lx of *W into the group of all unitary mappings of some separable Hubert

space, 3C(£), onto itself such that x-^>Lx(<f>) is a continuous function from W

to 3C(£) for all 4> in 3C(L). When W is a Banach *-algebra, the term "repre-

sentation" shall mean a homomorphism x—>Lx of VP into the algebra of all

bounded linear operators on some separable Hubert space 3C(L) such that

(Lx)* = LX* for all xGW, and \\LX\\ ú\\x\\ for all xGW. Two representations

L and M of W are said to be equivalent and we write £~M if there exists a

unitary mapping [/ of 3C(L) onto X(M) such that ULxU~l=Mx for all a; in

W. Let (R(L, L) denote the ring of all bounded linear operators on 3C(¿),

which commute with every element of the range of L. L is said to be irreduci-

ble if the vector space dimension of (R(L, L) is one.

Given a group G, one can construct its group algebra GLq, the set of all

equivalence classes of complex valued functions on G which are integrable

with respect to left invariant Haar measure. Multiplication is defined by

convolution, i.e., [/* g](x) =Jof(xy)g(y~1)dy. We define an involution in

&G by f*(x) =f(x~l)A(x~1) where A(x) is a continuous homomorphism of G

into the real numbers satisfying fGf(xt)dx = faA(t)f(x)dx for all/GCtc and

tEG. (Cf. [il, p. 120; and 15, p. 154].) Furthermore there is a one-to-one

correspondence between the set of all representations T of G and the set of

all representations V of do which are nowhere trivial (sometimes called

proper) in the sense that the linear union of the ranges of the T'¡ for/Gßc

is dense in 3C(F'). The correspondence between T and V is defined by the

requirement that (T}4>, \¡/) = ./V(s)(r.c/>, ip)ds for all/G«G and d>, ypE&(T).

Lemma 1. Let T be any unitary representation of a separable locally compact

group G and let V denote the corresponding nowhere trivial *-representation of

its group algebra aG. Then (R(F, T) = (R(T', T).

Proof. Left to the reader.

From Lemma 1 it follows that the von Neumann algebra d(F) generated

by the range of the representation T of the group G is identical with GL(T'),

the von Neumann algebra generated by the range of the corresponding

^representation T' of the group algebra Clc?. Thus we have that T is irreduci-

ble if and only if T' is irreducible. T is primary if and only if T' is primary. T

and V are of the same von Neumann type. The concept of "group C*-

algebra" has been introduced in [5, p. 369]. There is an exactly similar cor-

respondence between representations of the group and ^representations of

its "group C*-algebra." Lemma 1 and the statements made above also apply

to this correspondence. For the most part, it is these properties of the cor-

respondence between representations of a group and of its group algebra (or

of its group C*-algebra) which enables one to develop a decomposition theory

for representations of groups simultaneously with a decomposition theory for

"■-representations of Banach *-algebras.

The object of investigation is the collection Q of all quasi-equivalence

classes of representations of W. Q is partially ordered by the covering relation
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defined above. In discussing this ordering it is convenient to adjoin an ele-

ment, denoted 0, to Q. (One might take 0 to be the empty set.) We extend the

partial ordering by defining L) 0 for every LCQ. Then two points L, MCQ,

are disjoint if and only if the infimum of L and M, L/\M, is equal to 0. We

shall continue to use the notation Q for the original collection with this dis-

tinguished point adjoined.

Proposition 1. Q is a distributive a-lattice in which one may take relative

complements. (By the "relative complement," L — M, where L, MCQ, we mean

an element NCQ such that NóM and N\/M=L\/M.)

Proof. Since there is a one-to-one order preserving correspondence be-

tween the Q associated with a group G and that associated with its group

algebra &o, it is sufficient to verify the statement for the case where "W is a

Banach *-algebra.

Given a countable collection of elements of Q, one need only choose one

representative of each class in the given collection, form their direct sum in

the ordinary representation theoretic manner, and then take the quasi-

equivalence class containing the representation constructed in this way. It is

easy to verify that the element of Q determined in this manner is the supre-

mum of the given countable collection of elements of Q. Hence Q is <r-com-

plete.

Let L, MCQ. We next show that there exists an element NCQ such that

N = L — M. Let L and M denote representatives of the classes L and M re-

spectively. By [12, Theorem 1.11 ], L may be written uniquely as the direct

sum of two representations, say L = Li-\-N such that Li{ M and N ¿M. Let

Li and N denote the quasi-equivalence class containing Li and A respectively.

Then NbM and further, L\JM=(Li\JN)\/M=(LiVM)\J(N\/M). How-
ever since M) Li we have LX\JM=M. Thus 7-VM=M\J(N\JM) = N\JM.
Thus N = L-M.

Given a triplet of elements, L, M and A in Q, the reader may easily verify

the identities:

L A M = (L V M) - [(L - M) V (M - L)]

and

L - (M V N) = (L - M) A (L - N).

These identities may in turn be used to verify that the lattice is distributive.

On the basis of Proposition 1, it is natural to look for a characterization

of Q by means of a lattice ideal of measure classes on some Borel space. Our

next step then is to determine this Borel space, which will be our "dual ob-

ject."

2. The quasi-dual. Let W denote the collection of all primary classes in

Q, the lattice of quasi-equivalence classes of representations of W. The pur-

pose of this section is to introduce a Borel structure in W. That is, we wish to
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specify a <r-ring of subsets of W which we will call the Borel sets of W. In

the author's first formulation of this theory (cf. [4]) a somewhat contrived

Borel structure was specified in "W. Professor Jacques Dixmier has since

communicated to the author certain results which enables one to use a far

more natural Borel structure in V?.

For each n= 1, 2, 3, • • • , let 3C„ denote the n dimensional Hilbert space

of «-tuples of complex numbers with the usual inner product. Let 3CM denote

the classical Hilbert space of finite sequences {ck} of complex numbers such

that 2ZjT—i | ck\ 2< oo, with the usual inner product. Let *W denote the set of

all representations L of W such that the representation space 3C(L) of L is

one of the spaces 3C«,, 3Ci, 3C2, • • • . (In the case where W is a Banach ""-alge-

bra, Wc is the set of all nowhere trivial ""-representations with representation

space one of the SCn.) We do not identify equivalent representations. We give

W the Mackey-Borel structure [15, p. 149]. That is, we denote by V?c„ the

subset of V?" consisting of all representations L such that 3C(L) = 3Cn, and

give V?c the smallest Borel structure having the properties that each Wj,

is a Borel set and, for each «, for each <p, ̂£3C„, and for each x£W, the func-

tion L—>(7,x<£, i/0 is a Borel function on V?e„. Then W is a standard Borel

space [15, Theorem 8.1]. (A Borel space is called standard if it is Borel iso-

morphic to the Borel space associated with a complete separable metric

space.) Let W denote the subset of V?c consisting of all primary representa-

tions. The following two lemmas will enable us to prove the important fact

that *WP is a Borel subset of Wc. Let 3C be a separable Hilbert space and let

Z be the set of representations of V? with representation space 3C. Give Z the

smallest topology such that 7,—»(7,^, y¡/) is a continuous function for all

x£W and <j>, \pC3C. Let 7-(3C) denote the set of bounded linear operators on

3C and let Ln(3C) denote the closed ball of radius « in L(X). Note that for

fixed x£W, the map L—>LX is a continuous map of Z into L(5C), where L(3C)

has the strong operator topology. Indeed if we have a sequence {£'} which

converges to L in Z, then L\-^>Lx in the weak operator topology and thus it

is sufficient to show that ||L^||—»||La^|| for all <££3C. This condition is obvi-

ously satisfied when "W isa group, as all the operators are then unitary. If

W is a ""-algebra, then ||Lfr||*= (L&, Vx<p) = (L^, <p)-+(Lx>x<p, <p) = (L^, Lj>)

= ||Px^||2, foralltf>£3C.

Lemma 2(2). Let d be a metric on Li(3C) compatible with the weak topology,

S an element of Li(3C), a and b non-negative real numbers, and xi, x2, ■ • ■ , xn

elements of W. Let Y denote the set of all LCZ having the following property:

There exists 7\, T2, ■ ■ ■ , Tnin Lb(X)C\(ñ(L, L) such that LXlTi+ • • • +LXnT„

£Li(3C) and d(LXiTi+ • ■ • +LXnT„, S) ^a. Then Y is closed in Z.

Proof. Let {7,*} denote a family of elements of F, indexed by a directed

system, and let L denote an element of Z such that Li-^>L. Then for each i,

(2) This result was obtained by J. Dixmier.
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there exists T\, • • • , 7j in Lb(3C)f\(R(L\ L>) such that Lj,J\+ ■ ■ ■ +£'B71
is contained in Zi(3C) and d(LixlT[ + ' ' ■ +-i47l «S) =a- Since L*W) is
weakly compact one may, by taking a subnet of {£*}, assume that the

T\, • • • , T*n converge weakly to some elements Ti, • • • , Tn in Lb(3C). Sup-

pose xGW and 0, xpEX.. Then we have that (T\Ltxd>ü) = (Ltxd>, Tfy)

-*(L^, Fiï) = (TiLxd>,t)and

(LXTÍ<¡>, *) = (rícfc, LÍV) -» (?>, T.!*) = (£.2-1*, *).

Hence (TiL^ü) = (LxTi<¡>,\p). Therefore FiG<31(£, L) and, similarly,

r2, • • • , TnE(R(L, L). Furthermore, we have ((VXJ\+ • ■ • +-£¿.71)*.*)

-» ((£XlFi+ • • • +LXnTn)<j>, yp) and hence 14,71 + • • • +LXnPn converges

weakly to LXlTi+ ■ ■ ■ +LXnTn. Thus it follows that LXlTi+ • • • +LXnTn

ELi(3C) and d(LXlTx+ ■ ■ ■ +LXnTn, S)£a. Thus LEY.

Lemma 3(2). Let d be a metric in Li(5C) compatible with the weak topology,

(xi, Xi, • • • ) a sequence everywhere dense in V? and (Si, Si, • • • ) a sequence

weakly everywhere dense in £i(3C). Let k, re, p denote positive integers. Let

Zk,n,p denote the set of all LEZ possessing the following property: There exists

Ti, Ti, ■ ■ • , Tn in L„(3C)Pi(R(L, L) such that LXlTi+ • ■ ■ +LXnTnELi(3C)

and d(LXlTi+ • ■ • +LXnTn, Sk) ^ \/p. Then Zk,n,p is closed in Z and

Y=C\k,p\JnZk,n,p is the set of those LEZ which are primary.

Proof. Lemma 2 implies that each Zk.„tP is closed.

For all LEZ, let ÏÏL(L) denote the von Neumann algebra generated by

«(L)U(R(L, L). Then L is primary if and only if 9l(L) =L(3C).
Suppose first that LE Y. We will show for each k that SkE3l(L) and thus

that 2d(L) =L(3C). Let p denote a positive integer. Then there exists a posi-

tive integer re such that LEZkí„íP. Thus there exists 2\, • • • ,T„ELn(3C)

r\®.(L, L) such that L,tZ\+ • • ■ +Lx„TnELi(3C) and

d(LXlTi + ■■ ■ + LXnTn, Sk) á i/p.

Since LXlTi+ ■ ■ ■ +LXnTnEVL(L) we have d(ïïL(L)r\Li(3C), Sk)£l/p. Since

p was arbitrary we have proved that SkE3l(L). Hence L is primary.

Conversely, suppose that LEZ and L is primary, i.e., suppose 9l(L)

= £(3C). Let k and /> be two positive integers. We will complete the proof of

the lemma by showing that there exists an « such that LEZk¡n,P. Let C(L)

denote the space of finite sums of operators of the form LXT where xEW and

TE&(L, L). Then C(L) is a *-algebra of operators whose weak closure is

3l(L) =L(3C). According to the Kaplansky density theorem (cf. [l, p. 46])

there exists an operator PEC(L) such that ||P|| <1 and d(P, Sk)<\/p. P is

of the form P = LVlTi+ • • • +LVmTm where yu ■ ■ • ,ymGWand 7\G(R(£,£).

By choosing, for each j, an element Xi¡ of the dense sequence {xi} sufficiently

close to y¡, / = !, • • • , ret, we will have \\LX. Z\+ • • • +LXi rm||^l and
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d(LZ{ Pi4- • • • -\-LXi Tm, Sk) ál/p. Hence if one chooses n to be any integer

greater than i\, • • • ,im and ||Pi||, • • • , ||Pm||> we will have LCZk,„,p.

Theorem 1(2). The set "W» is a Borel subset of V?c.

Proof. Give each V?n the smallest topology for which all the functions

L—=>iLx, <b, y¡i) are continuous, for all x£*W and <b, ̂ £3C„. Then the Borel

structure in "Wj, defined above is the smallest Borel structure containing this

topology. Hence by Lemma 3, the primary representations in VPe„ form a Borel

subset of V?'„, for each «= °o, 1, 2, • • • . Hence Wp is a Borel subset of W\

Corollary. The set Wp, considered as a Borel subspace of Wc, is a standard

Borel space.

Proof. The corollary follows immediately from the above theorem and

[15, Corollary 1 to Theorem 3.2, and Theorem 8.1].

Imitating the method Professor Mackey has used in defining a Borel struc-

ture in *W (cf. [15]) we give "W the Borel structure determined as a quotient

of W. That is to say, we give \V the largest Borel structure such that the

canonical mapping of "W" into V? is Borel.

In the next proposition we examine the relationship between the Borel

structure of "W" and the quasi-equivalence relation. If S is a subset of V?p,

let Sq denote the set of elements of "W which are quasi-equivalent to some

element of S.

Proposition 2. If B is a Borel subset of V, then Bq is analytic and hence

measurable. Further if B intersects each quasi-equivalence class in at most one

point, then Bq is Borel.

Proof. By the corollary to Theorem 1 and the definition of standard, there

exists a metric for Wp which will generate the Borel structure of V?" and with

respect to which CW3> is a complete separable metric space. It is this fact which

enables us to use the results of [10] in what follows. Form the topological

Cartesian product VX"W". Then the projections of "WX"»» into Wp are

continuous and thus Borel. Theorem 8.2 of [15] states that #(L, M) is a

Borel function on WX'W1'. (ä(L, M) is the vector-space dimension of the set

of all bounded linear transformations T from 3C(L) to 3Q.(M) such that

TLX = MXT for all x£W.) Thus S={(L, M):â(L, M)^0}r\(WpXB)

= {(L, M):L~M, LCWp, MCB] is a Borel subset of WX"W". By [10,
p. 366] Bq, which is the projection of S into Wp, is analytic and thus, by [10,

p. 391], measurable.

If B intersects each quasi-equivalence class in at most one point, then the

projection of 5 into W is one-to-one. Hence by [15, Theorem 3.2] the range

of this projection, namely B", is Borel.

Corollary. W is a separated Borel space. Indeed, every point of V? is a

Borel set.
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Proof. If L is a point of W, choose LEW such that LEL. {L} is a Borel

set in V?p and hence by Proposition 2, {L} « is Borel. Thus {L} is a Borel

set in *W.

3. The central decomposition. We have described our dual object W and

we must now develop a method of associating a measure p on W with each

representation L of W. This will be effected by the central decomposition of

L (sometimes called the "canonical decomposition"). This section will be

devoted to the description of this concept. (Cf. [14; 15; 17; 19 and 20].)

Recall that a Borel space S is called standard if it is Borel isomorphic

with the Borel space associated with a complete separable metric space. A

measure p on a Borel space 5 is called standard if 5 contains a Borel set 73

such that p(S—B) = 0 and 73 is a standard Borel space. For completeness we

give the definition of direct integral representation as formulated by G. W.

Mackey in [15]. Let p denote a cr-finite standard measure in the Borel space

5 and suppose y—>7> is a ju-measurable mapping of 5 into W. For each

re= », 1, 2, • • • , let 3C„ denote the classical Hubert space of «-tuples of

complex numbers referred to in the definition of "W0 above. Let Sn denote the

subset of 5 consisting of those y ES for which the representation space of

7>, 3C(7>), is 3C„. Form the Hubert space 5Q.(M) consisting of all functions/

from 5 to UB-«o,i,»,• • • 3Cn such that (a) /(y)G3Cn for all yESn; (b) for each

re= », 1, 2, • • • , (f(y), <b) is a Borel function on Sn, for all c/>G3C„;

(c) fs(f(y), f(y))dp(y) < ». Define an inner product in 3C(M) by setting

(/■ g) =fs(f(y), g(y))dp(y) for/, gEK(M) and identify/ and g if ||/-g|| =0.
For each xGW and /G3C(M), let Mx(f)=g where g(y)=Lvx(f(y)) for all

y ES. Then the map x-+Mx is a representation of W which we define to be

the direct integral of y—>Lv and we write M = fsLydp(y).

To each Borel subset 73 of 5 we associate a projection £(73) on 5C(M) de-

fined by (E(B)f)(y)=x(B)f(y) where x(-B) = 1 when yG73 and X(B) = 0 when
y EB. The function 73—»£(73) is called a projection valued measure. The de-

composition M = fsLvdp(y) is called central (or canonical) when the range of

the corresponding projection valued measure is just the set of all projections

contained in the center of (R(M, M). Every representation L of V? has a cen-

tral decomposition. Further almost all the components of the central decom-

position are primary [14, Theorem 2.5]. The central decomposition has the

characterizing property that any decomposition of a representation L into

primary representations over a standard Borel space is necessarily a "refine-

ment," in the obvious sense, of the central decomposition of L. Further the

central decomposition of a representation is unique in the sense that if

L~fs>Lv'dp'(y') is another central decomposition for L, then there exists a

measure space isomorphism between (S, p) and (S', p'), say y—*y' such that

7>~7>' for /¿-almost all y in S.

A. Guichardet [8] has proved that if a multiplicity-free representation

is decomposed into irreducible representations, then the components are,

almost everywhere, two-by-two disjoint. A perturbation of his proof gives
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the following more general result (Proposition 3). We need a proof directly

applicable to groups in order to obtain an easy generalization to projective

representations, which will be discussed in §7. For this reason we present the

revised proof for the case where W is a separable locally compact group. The

required revision of Guichardet's proof in the case where W is a *-algebra is

left to the interested reader.

Proposition 3. Let L denote a representation of V? with a decomposition

LcafsLydp(y) over a separable Borel space S, such that the range (S> of the cor-

responding projection-valued measure is contained in the center, Q(R(L), of the

commuting algebra <Si(L, L). Then there exists a Borel subset S' of S such that

p(S—S') = 0 and L" àL"' whenever y, y'CS' and y^y'.

Proof. We consider the case where W is a separable locally compact group.

Let 2Í denote the ""-algebra of operators consisting of all complex linear

combinations of elements LX where x£W. Since §1 contains the identity oper-

ator we have [l, p. 44] that the strong closure of 21 is equal to the weak

closure of 21, which is just the von Neumann algebra ft(P) generated by the

set {Lx: x£cw}. Thus if P£ß(L), then T is the strong limit of a sequence P<

such that Ti= ^jauLXij where the a«/ are complex numbers and Xj/£W.

Since (B£C{R(L), every P£a(£) commutes with every element of 03 and

is therefore decomposable. Let T=JsT"dpiy) and Pi=/s(S/ anLvx.)dpiy)

=JsTvidpiy). By [l, Proposition 4, p. 162] we may assume that T\ converges

strongly to T" lor all yCSiT) where 5(P) is a Borel subset of 5 such that

p(S—S(T)) = 0. Now suppose y and y' are two points of S(T) such that L"

and L"' are not disjoint. Then (R(LV, L"') contains a nonzero element, say

R(y, y'). Thus for all i, 7?'P(y, y') = R(y, y^T" and hence, by [l, p. 32],

Ty'R(y,y')=R(y,y')Ty.
Let P denote the projection valued measure on 5 associated with the

decomposition of L and let {£<} denote a countable separating family of

Borel subsets of S. Then each PEnC<$> and (B £601(7,) £ft(L) and thus we

may apply our previous considerations to each PEn. Thus for each « there

exists a Borel subset 5„ of S such that piS—Sn) =0 and if D> and L"' are not

disjoint^for y, y'CSn, then there exists a nonzero P(y, y') £ (n(7>, Lv') such

that PvÉnRiy, y') = Riy, y')P\. However each P|n is either 0 or the identity

operator. Hence the last equality implies thatP\ = P\n. Let S' = Dn„i,2,... Sn.

Then ju(5—5')= ^„/x(S-S„) = 0. Now suppose y, y'CS' and that 7> and

L"' are not disjoint. Then P|n = 7£n for »=1, 2, • • • , which implies that

y'££„ if and only if yCEn. Since the collection {En} separates points we

have y = y'.

Corollary. The central decomposition of a representation has the property

that, after eliminating a set of measure zero, the components are two-by-two dis-

joint primary representations^).

(*) This result has been announced by M. A. Naimark [18, Theorem l].
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4. Decomposition theory. In this section we connect the two previous

sections by proving that the Borel space 5 associated with the central decom-

position of a representation of W may always be taken to be V?. We then con-

sider the correspondence thus induced between representations of W and

measures on W.

Theorem 2. The central decomposition of a representation of V? may always

be taken over the space W. More explicitly, to every representation L of W there

corresponds a standard o-finite Borel measure p on W and a p-measurable map

y-+Ly of W into W such that LyEy, Lc^.f^Lvdp(y), and the range of the pro-

jection valued measure associated with this decomposition is the set of all projec-

tions in e(R(L).

Proof. Let Lc^f sLvdp(y) be the central decomposition of L over some

standard Borel space S, where y—>7> is a Borel map of 5 into V?". By the

corollary to Proposition 3 we may assume that the components 7> are two-

by-two disjoint primary representations. Thus the map y—»7> is a one-to-one

Borel map of 5 into Wp, which, by [15, Theorem 3.2] is a Borel isomorphism

of 5 onto a Borel subset S' of W. Let <p denote the canonical mapping of S'

into W defined by sending a representation into the quasi-equivalence class

containing it. Then <p is a one-to-one mapping since the elements of S' are

two»by-two disjoint. Further the second part of Proposition 2 implies that

S" = <p(S') is a Borel subset of W and that <p_1 is a Borel map of S" onto 5'.

If 73 is a Borel subset of S", then 73= {L: LGW" and LEy for some yG73}

is a Borel subset of W by the definition of Borel structure in W. Hence

BC\S' =<p~l(B) is a Borel subset of S'. Thus <p is a Borel map and hence a

Borel isomorphism of S' onto S". Thus 5 and S" are Borel isomorphic and

the rest of the theorem follows at once.

It is well known that in any direct integral decomposition of a representa-

tion, the measure is determined only up to equivalence. Thus the standard

measure p on W given by Theorem 2 is not unique, although the ring of p-

null sets is determined uniquely. Hence the statement of Theorem 2 may be

refined as follows.

Corollary. To each representation L of V? there corresponds a unique

standard measure class p on W, a Borel set B such that W—73 is a p-null set

and B is a standard Borel space, and a Borel map y^>D> of B into Wc such that

LvEy for all yEB and fBL"dp(y) is the central decomposition of L.

The remainder of this section will be devoted to showing that there exists

a one-to-one correspondence between elements of Q (i.e., quasi-equivalence

classes of representations) and certain standard measure classes on W. We

do this by proving that two representations of V? are quasi-equivalent if and

only if they correspond, according to the corollary to Theorem 2, to the same

standard measure class on V?. In order to obtain this result, however, we

must first digress to clarify the relationship between the decomposition
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theory of representations and  the well-known  decomposition  theory for

von Neumann algebras.

Suppose Lc^JsLydp(y) is a direct integral decomposition (not necessarily

central) of a representation L of "W. Let CL(L) and 0(7,") denote the von Neu-

mann algebras generated by the range of L and the range of Ly respectively.

Then it is always true that y—>d(L!/) is a measurable field of von Neumann

algebras and furthermore 6,(L)Cfsd(Ly)dp(y). (See [l] for terminology and

the theory of direct integrals of von Neumann algebras.) Indeed, by choosing

a dense sequence of elements of °W (we are assuming throughout that W is

separable), say Xi, x2, • • ■ , we obtain a sequence of operator fields, y—»7,^,

y—>L"Xi, • • • , such that, for ju-almost all y, {Lyx.} generates ft(7>). Further

JsQ(Ly)dp(y) is a von Neumann algebra which contains the decomposable

operators LXi = fsLx.dp(y) for all *, and thus fs&(Ly)dp(y) contains ß(L).

Note, however, that &(L) may well be distinct from fs&(Ly)dp(y). In fact

this is always the case when the Boolean algebra of projections associated

with the decomposition is not contained in the center of (R(L, L). Indeed, sup-

pose £ is in the range of the associated projection valued measure and

££C(ft(7,), the center of (R(L, L). In the terminology of Dixmier [l] £ is a

diagonalizable projection and thus [l, Theorem 1, p. 178] ECfs&iLy)dpiy).

However, since ££(R(L, L) and ££C(n(L) = (R(L, L)f\&(L), we have

££a(7,). The exact situation is described in the following statement.

Proposition 4. Suppose L = JsLvdp(y). A necessary and sufficient condition

for &(L) to be equal to fs&(Ly)dp(y) is that the Boolean algebra of projections 03,

associated with the given decomposition of L, be contained in the center of &(L).

Proof. The necessity of the condition was given in the previous remark.

Suppose now the condition holds. Letting {xi, x2, • • • } denote a countable

dense collection of elements of W we have [l, Theorem 1, p. 178] that

Js&(Ly)dp(y) is generated by {fsLx.dp(y)=LXi:i=l, 2, • • • } and the col-

lection of diagonalizable operators. But the collection of diagonalizable oper-

ators is just the von Neumann algebra generated by 03, which is contained

in d(L). Thus fs&(Ly)dp(y) £Ct(L). 0i(L), as we remarked above, is always

contained in fs&(Ly)dp(y).

Corollary 1. If L is a representation of W with central decomposition

L=J^çLydp(y), then a(L)=J^a(Ly)dp(y).

Corollary 2. If L is a representation of \V with a decomposition

L = JsLydp(y) such that the associated Boolean algebra of projections is con-

tained in the center of &(L), then

(R(L, L)=  f &(Ly, Ly)dp(y)
J s

and
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Q(R(L) =  j  e&(L»)dp(y).
J s

In particular these properties hold for the central decomposition.

Proof. By Proposition 4 we have a(L)=fsQ,(Lv)dp(y). Then by [l,

Theorem 4, p. 184] we have <H(L, L) = Q,(L)' = fsa(Ly)'dp(y)
=fs<R(Lv, L»)dp(y) and G(ñ(L) = a(L)r\a(L)'=Js[a(L»)r\a(Ly)']dp(y)

= /sC(R(7>)¿M(y).
The following lemma is designed to further clarify the relation between

representations and the von Neumann algebras generated by their range.

Lemma 4. If L and M are representations of W, then L and M are quasi-

equivalent if and only if there exists an algebraic isomorphism ¡p of &(L) onto

a(M) such that <p(Lx) = Mxfor all ¡cGW.

Proof. »£ shall denote the representation of W defined as follows. The

representation space, 3C(»L), will be the collection of all sequences {\pi} of

elements of X(L) for which ^«' II1/'t||2 < °° and we define ( <x>L)x{\pi} = {Lx\j/i}

for all ¡cGW.

Suppose first that L~M. There exist algebraic isomorphisms, cpi and

(pi respectively, of Gt(L) onto (i(»£) and a(»M) onto CL(M) such that

tpi(Lx) = ( » L)x and <p2(( » M)x) = Mx for all xG°W. The easy verification that

<pi and cp2 defined in this way may be extended to algebraic isomorphisms of

(t(L) onto a( »L) and ß( »M) onto ft(AÍ) respectively, is left to the reader.

Since L~M, [14, Lemma 1.5] implies that »£c^»M. Thus, by defini-

tion, there exists a unitary transformation U of 3C(»L) onto 3C(»Ai) such

that [/( » L)xU~l = ( » M)x for all xGW. Thus we have a spatial isomorphism

<p3of ß(»L) onto a(»M) such that <pt(( »£)*) = («>M)X for all xGW. Hence

<p = <piO (pi o <pi is an algebraic isomorphism of Ct(L) onto &(M) such that

<p(Lx) = Mx for all xEW.

Conversely, suppose such an isomorphism <p exists. This then induces an

isomorphism ¡p of ß( » L) onto ($( » M) such that <p(( » L)^ = ( » Af)i for all

jcGW. Consider the collection of projections {£<} C<R(»7L, »£) defined by

EÁh, h, ■ • • ) = (0, 0, • • • , 0, ^-, 0, ■ • ■ ) where (^, ^2, • • • )G3C(»L)
and ^y G 3C(L), t, j, = 1, 2, • • • , and the collection of projections {£,•}

C&( » M, » M) defined similarly, i.e., £< is the projection on 3C( » M) which

maps a vector into its ith coordinate. Then the collection {£,•} (respectively

{ Ft}) is an infinite collection of mutually equivalent, two-by-two orthogonal

projections whose sum is the identity on 3C(»L) (respectively 3C(»ilf)).

Hence, by [l, Corollary 7, p. 321], the isomorphism ¡p of <!(»£) onto

d(»A7) is spatial. Thus »L~»M. Hence M} » Af~»L = L and thus

M}L. Similarly L}M. Hence L~M.

Lemma 5. Let L and M denote unitary representations of a separable locally

compact group G and let L' and M' denote the corresponding nowhere trivial
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*-representations of the group algebra G,a. Then L~M if and only if L'~M'.

Indeed let <p denote an isomorphism of Q(L) onto (X(M). Then cp(Lx) = Mxfor all

x in G if and only if <p(L'¡ ) = MJ for all f in Q,a.

Proof. We first remark that the above statement is well-known in the case

where <p is a spatial isomorphism. Lemma 5 is then just the known fact that

L~M if and only if L'oaM'.

Let (pi denote the obvious algebraic isomorphism of d(L) = Ct(T/) onto

a(ooL) = a(oo7/). (Note that (<»£)'= ooT/.) Similarly let tp2 denote the

obvious algebraic isomorphism of Q(M) = Ct(Jlf') onto a(°o M) = Ct( <=°il7').

Then, as we remarked in the proof of Lemma 4, <p' = <p2o<po <prl is a spatial

isomorphism of ß( <*>L) onto Ct( °° if). Since the statement is true for spatial

isomorphisms, we have that <p'(<x>Lx) = » Mx for all x in G if and only if

(p'( °°7,/) = » M/ for all/ in Q.G. It thus follows that <p = <pï1 o <p' o <pi has the

property that <p(Lx) = Mx for all x in G if and only if <p(LJ ) = MJ lor all / in

Ct<?.

We continue to prove a couple of additional lemmas. The terminology of

"measurable fields of vectors" (or "of operators," or "of von Neumann alge-

bras") is that of Dixmier and the reader is referred to [l] for the definitions

of these and other terms to be used in the following paragraphs.

Lemma 6. Let (S, p) be a measure space and, for each n, let y^Tj, be a

measurable field of operators on S. Further suppose that, for all n, Vn acts on the

same Hilbert space 3C(y) and that Vn converges to Ty in the strong operator topol-

ogy, for p-almost all y. Then y—>Ty is a measurable field of operators.

Proof. Let {^i, if/2, • • • } denote a fundamental sequence of measurable

fields of vectors having values in 3C(y). Then by [l, Proposition 1, p. 157] we

have that, for each n, the functions y-^(T„\pi(y), \pj(y)) are measurable. Since

Vn-^>Ty in the strong and thus in the weak topology for ju-almost all y, we

have that the functions (T^id), ^¡(y)) converge to iTtyiiy), ^¡iy)) point-

wise ¿u-almost everywhere. Hence the functions y—*(Ty\¡/i(y), ̂ ,(y)) are meas-

urable and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 7. Let L denote a nowhere trivial *-representation of a separable

Banach *-algebra 21. If P£Ct(7,), then there exists a sequence of operators

| Pj| contained in the range of L such that \\ P,j| ^ || T\\ for all i and the sequence

{ Ti} converges to T in the strong operator topology.

Proof. The range (R of L is a ""-algebra of operators which, by [l, Corollary

1 to Theorem 2, p. 44], is everywhere dense in &(L), in the strong topology.

Let ot = ||p||. Then by Kaplansky's density theorem [l, Theorem 3, p. 46]

the ball (Rm of 01 of radius m, is everywhere dense, in the strong topology, in

Ctm, the ball of &(L) of radius m. Thus T is contained in the strong closure of

0lm. By [l, corollary to Proposition 1, p. 33], there exists a sequence of ele-

ments in <Rm which converges strongly to P.
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Proposition 5. Suppose L and M are representations of W with central

decompositions over the same measure space, say L = JsL"dp(y) and

M=fsM"dp(y). If Lv~M"for p-almost all y, then L~M.

Proof. We first restrict ourselves to the special case where W is a Banach

*-algebra and L and M are nowhere trivial ""-representations of W. By

Lemma 4 we have, for /¿-almost all y in S, that there exists an algebraic iso-

morphism <py of ft(7>) onto a(M") such that <py(Lvx) = Ml for all x in *W. We

next show that y—*py is a measurable field of homomorphisms. This means

that if y—>r"G Ct(7>) is a measurable field of operators, then y-*py(Tv)

E&(My) is a measurable field of operators. If y-+TvE&(Lv) is a measurable

field of operators, we may form T=fsTvdp(y) and by Proposition 4, TE&(L).

By Lemma 7 there exists a sequence of elements, say LXi in the range of L

such that LXi converges to T is the strong topology and furthermore ||LiJ|

is || r|| for all i. Further each LXi is decomposable and therefore we may write

LXi = fsLvx.dp(y), where, for each i, y^>LvXi is a /¿-measurable field of operators.

Further, by [l, Proposition 4(i), p. 162], there exists a subsequence LXih of

LXi such that Lx. converges to 7" in the strong topology and further, for p-

almost all y, L\\ converges to T" in the strong topology. Thus we may as-

sume, without loss of generality, that we have a sequence LXi such that LXi

converges to T and Vx. converges to T" for /¿-almost all y, in the strong topol-

ogy. Now for each i, <py(Llt) = Ml. and thus, for each i, y^>MvXi is a measura-

ble field of operators. By [l, Corollary 1, p. 57], <py is strongly continuous on

bounded sets. Since the sequence Lvx. is a bounded sequence we have that

<pv(Ll.) converges strongly to ¡py(Tv) for /¿-almost all y. Hence, by Lemma 6,

y^"pv(Tv) is a measurable field of operators.

We are now in a position to define the map <p of ft(L) onto <x(M). If

T=fsTydp(y)Ea(L), let <p(T) = fs<py(T»)dp(y)E<x(M). Then, by [l, Proposi-
tion 10, p. 193], <p is an algebraic isomorphism of &(L) onto &(M). Further

<p(Lx) =fs<py(Lx)dp(y) = fsMldp(y) = Mx for all x in IW. By Lemma 4 we have
L~M.

Since every ^-representation of W is unitarily equivalent to a nowhere

trivial ""-representation of V?, it is clear that this result holds whenever L

and M are ""-representations of W.

Suppose now that W = G is a separable locally compact group and L and

M are unitary representations of G. Since LV~MV for /¿-almost all y, we have,

by Lemma 4, that there exists isomorphisms <£>„ of d(Lv) onto d(Mv) such that

<py(Ux) = Ml for all x in G. Let (£»)' and (My)' denote the ^représentations

of the group algebra &g corresponding to 7> and M" respectively. By Lemma

5 we have (py((L")J) = (Mv)} for all / in d0 and for /¿-almost all y. We may

now apply the procedure used above to verify that y—*py is a measurable field

of isomorphisms. Thus <p = fs<Pydp(y) is an isomorphism of Q(L) onto Oi(M)

such that <p(Lx) = Mx for all x in G. Hence, by Lemma 4, L^M.

Proposition 6. Suppose that L and M are quasi-equivalent representations
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of V?. Then L and M have central decompositions over the same measure space,

L=JsLvdp(y) and M = fsMydpiy) such that Ly~My for p-almost all y.

Proof. Let L = JsLydpiy) denote the central decomposition of L. Let <p

denote the isomorphism of GL(L) onto &(M) given by Lemma 4. By [l,

Proposition 11,p. 193], we may express <X(M) intheform G(M) = fs®(y)dp(y),

where y—>03(y) is a /¿-measurable field of von Neumann algebras. Further

there exists a /¿-measurable field of isomorphisms y—*py such that <pv maps

&(Ly) onto 03(y). Finally we have f = Js<pgdp(y). For /¿-almost all y, we may

define the representation x—*Myx by Mvx = ipy(Lvx). Since y—*<py is /¿-measurable,

it is easy to verify that M = fsMydp(y). By Lemma 4 we have Ly~My for

/¿-almost all y. It remains to verify that the decomposition, M = JsMydp(y)

constructed in this way, is indeed the central decomposition. To do this we

use a criterion given in [14, Lemma l.l]. The decomposition M = fsMydp(y)

of M into primary representations is the central decomposition if and only if,

for every Borel subset B of S, we have fBMydp(y) 6 J' s-BMydp(y). We proceed

to prove that this condition is satisfied. Almost every My is primary since

each L" is primary and Ly~My for /¿-almost all y. Let B denote a Borel sub-

set of 5 and let L1 = /~BLydp(y), L2 = /'S-BLydp(y), M1=JBM"dp(y) and

M2 = Js-BM"dp(y). By the criterion stated above we have Ll{,L2. Further

<Pi = fB'Pudp(y) is an isomorphism of &(Ll) onto GL(Ml) such that <pi(Lx) = M\

for all x in W and thus L1~M1. Similarly L2~M2. Hence Ml 6 M2 and, by

the criterion stated above, M = JsMydp(y) is the central decomposition of M.

The last two propositions may be combined to give us our third theorem.

Theorem 3. Two representations L and M of V? are quasi-equivalent if and

only if, when their central decompositions are taken over the quasi-dual "W ac-

cording to Theorem 2, they determine the same standard measure class p on *W.

5. The canonical lattice ideal of measure classes on W. Theorem 3

establishes a one-to-one correspondence between Q and a certain collection of

measure classes on "W. We shall call this collection the canonical lattice ideal

of measure classes on W, and denote it eSffl(W). The elements of eSfli^W) will

be called canonical measure classes. To justify the terminology we must, of

course, show that e£(Tl(tW) is a lattice ideal of the lattice 311 (W) of all standard

measure classes on W. For convenience, we shall adopt the following con-

vention. If a Greek letter, say p, denotes a measure class, then that letter

with a bar, say fl, shall always mean some measure contained in the given

measure class p. The partial ordering in 3TC(W) is given by absolute continu-

ity. Thus for p, j'£3H(W), we write p^v if, whenever B is a Borel subset of

*W such that v(B) = 0, then ß(B) =0. We say two elements p and v of M(V?)

are disjoint, denoted pl.v, if there exists a Borel subset B of "W such that

p(B)=0 and p(eW—P) = 0. Sometimes the term "orthogonal" is used in place

of the term "disjoint." The join, p\/v, of two elements of Sdl('W) is defined in

the usual manner. The fact that eSJIi(W) is indeed a lattice ideal of Sk^W)

will follow from the following theorem.
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Theorem 4. The one-to-one correspondence between the elements of Q and

elements of 9TC(cvv') given by Theorems 2 and 3 is order preserving. That is to

say, if L, MEQ, then L}M if and only if e(L) g£ Q(M), where e(L) and Q(M)
denote the measure classes on V? corresponding to L and M respectively.

Proof. Suppose first that L covers M. Then it is well known (see Proposi-

tion 1 and its proof) that L may be written L^¿Lí-\-L2 where Ll~M and

L2àM and LX6L2. Suppose Lc^f^Lvdß(y), where p=Q(L). Then since

Ll6L2, there exists a projection £ in C(R(L) such that Ll = LE and L2

= £(/ — £). Since the above decomposition is central, £ is in the range of the

corresponding projection valued measure. Thus there exists a Borel subset

73 CW such that Ll~fBLvdfi(y) and L2c^.f^_B)Lvdß(y). Define the measure

ir on W by ir(C) = ß(C(~\B) for all Borel sets C in W. Then L1 has central de-

composition Llc^.f^Lvd-K(y). Clearly ß^ir. However, since LL~M we have,

by Theorem 3, that iro^v where v= Q(M). Hence p^v.

Conversely, suppose /¿ = y» where p—G(L) and v=Q(M). Then we may

write p = pi\/pi where /ti—>>, pi-Lv and /¿i-L/¿2. Indeed, there exists a Borel set

73 CW such that ßi(C) = ß(CC\B) and ßi(C) = ß(Cr\(V?-B)) for all Borel
sets CCW. Cf. [9, Theorem 2, p. 78]. Then L~f<wLvdß(y)=J<wL*dßi(y)
-\-J<^L"dßi(y). According to Theorem 3, ßi~v implies that f^L"dßi(y)
~f'$Mvdv(y)~M. Hence L}M.

Corollary 1. C9Ti(W) is a o-complete lattice ideal.

Proof. Clearly if p and v are in 63110$), then /¿WGeailCW)- Suppose that

/¿GC31ICW) and that v ̂ p. Then there exists a Borel subset 73 CW such that

/ZB~i/ where ßB is defined on W by ßB(Q=ß(B(~\C) for all Borel subsets C

of V?. Further there exists a representation L of W such that Lc^f^L"dß(y)

and Ll = fBLydß(y)=f°fyLydßB(y) is a subrepresentation of L. Hence pB

GC3Tl(W) and, since ßBc^v, vE&3K(%. Thus eSTCOW) is a lattice ideal. The

correspondence of Theorem 4 is then a lattice isomorphism between Q and

CaiííW). By Proposition 1, Q, and thus QM(VP), is cr-complete.

Corollary 2. The lattice Q of all quasi-equivalence classes of representations

of W is boundedly complete. More explicitly, every bounded collection {La} of

elements of Q has a supremum, and, in fact {La} has a countable subfamily

{La>} such that Va La = V¿ 7><.

Proof. [9, Theorem 1, p. 79] may be used to show that C3H('W) has this

property. Corollary 2 then follows since Q and eaTt^W) are lattice isomorphic.

Corollary 3. Let L and M denote elements of Q, and Q(L) and Q(M) denote

the corresponding measure classes on W. Then L¿>Mif and only if Q(L) _Le(Af).

We next point out that the canonical lattice ideal is, in general, a proper

ideal of the lattice of all standard measures on W. Indeed, consider the exam-

ple given in [13, pp. 590-591] of a group V? which is the semi-direct product
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of the additive group of rational numbers Gi with the multiplicative group of

nonzero rational numbers G2. Then the right regular representation R of V?,

which is a type II primary representation, can be expressed as a direct

integral of irreducible representations, R~f§2Lydp(y) where G2 is the charac-

ter group of G2 and p is Haar measure on G2. By [15, corollary to Theorem

8.7], G2 is smooth and hence by [7, Theorem 2], G2 is a standard Borel space.

Further the components in this decomposition are two-by-two disjoint. Thus

we may proceed, by the method used in the proof of Theorem 2, to obtain a

standard tr-finite Borel measure p on W such that R~f<{fyLydp(y). This is

clearly not the central decomposition, since the central decomposition of a

primary representation is the trivial decomposition. Thus ß is not contained

in eailOW). However if "W is type I, then e3TC(W) is identical with the lattice

of all standard measure classes on W.

In the nontype I case a new aspect of the representation problem, which

has no analogue in the classical theory, is forced upon us. If we are to classify

all representations of a nontype I group or ""-algebra we must not only deter-

mine the dual object W, but we must also characterize the canonical lattice

ideal of measure classes on W. The natural question as to the difficulties in-

volved in this new aspect of the representation problem cannot be properly

answered until more extensive research is done in the still embryonic field of

representations of nontype I groups. We are able, however, to give a super-

ficial, but perhaps useful, characterization of the canonical lattice ideal

e3Ii(cW), which we now proceed to describe.

We define a Q-valued measure p on V? to be a function on the Borel sets of

W which assigns to each Borel set B of W, a quasi-equivalence class p(B),

of representations of "W. Recalling that Q is a a-complete lattice (Proposition

1) we also require /t(U„ Bn) = V„ p(Bn) whenever {B„} is a countable collec-

tion of Borel subsets of V?.

Let p denote a standard measure class on V? and suppose that there exists

a /¿-measurable map y—*LV of V? into V?" such that LyCy for /¿-almost all y.

From this we may construct a Q-valued measure /¿' on W as follows. For each

Borel set P£tW, let p'(B) denote the quasi-equivalence class containing

jBLydp(y). The reader may verify that /¿' is then a Q-valued measure. By

Proposition 5, if p is a canonical measure class, then the corresponding Q-

valued measure p' does not depend on the mapping y—*L» of W into *W\ Re-

call that one may take relative complements in Q (see Proposition 1). Thus

we may define a Ç-valued measure to be subtractive if, whenever Pi and B2 are

Borel subsets of V? such that BXCB2, then p(B2-Bi) =p(B2) -/¿(Pi). We are

now in a position to state our characterizations of e3H(W).

Proposition 7. A standard measure class p on W is a member of e3H(W)

if and only if (a) there exists a p-measurable map y—*L" of W into W such that

LyCy for p-almost all y and (b) the corresponding Q-valued measure p' on W is

subtractive.
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Proof. Suppose that p is contained in GSKiW). Then there exists a /x-

measurable map y—>7> of "W into W such that 7>£y and let p' be the cor-

responding Q-valued measure on W. Let Pi, B2 denote Borel subsets of "W

such that Pi £ B2. Then Pi H (P2 - Pi) is empty and thus JBlLydpiy)

6 f(B,-Bl)Lydpiy) which implies that /¿'(Pi) 6 p'iB2 — Pi). Since /¿'(P2)

= /¿'(PAJ(P2-Pi)) =/¿'(Pi) Vp'iB2-Bi), we have, by the definition of "rela-

tive complement," that /¿'(P2-P1) =ßiB2) -/¿'(Pi).

Conversely, suppose /¿ is a standard measure class on V?, that y—>7," is a

/¿-measurable map of W into W such that LyCy and that the corresponding

Q-valued measure /¿' is subtractive. Let B denote a Borel subset of V?. Then

/i'(cW-P)=/¿'(eW)-/¿'(P) and thus p'(W-B) bp'(B). Hence Jc^-B)Lydp(y)

ófBLydp(y) for every Borel set P£W. Hence, by [14, Lemma 1.1 ], the range

of the projection valued measure associated with the decomposition J^Lydp(y)

is contained in the center 661(7,) of the commuting algebra, <R(L, L), of L.

However this is a decomposition in which all the components are primary

representations, which is therefore a refinement of the central decomposition.

Thus the range of the associated projection-valued measure contains, and

thus is identical with, the set of all projections in 6(51(7,). Hence the decom-

position is central and /¿£63R(CW).

6. Multiplicity theory. Up to this point we have been concerned with

classifying representations up to quasi-equivalence, while traditionally the

problem is to determine all representations up to unitary equivalence. It is

therefore necessary to distinguish, up to unitary equivalence, the different

representations contained in a given quasi-equivalence class. This is the pur-

pose of multiplicity theory. Such a theory is already well known. For example

[14, Theorem 1.5] gives a "relative" multiplicity theory for the type II case.

Let L denote a type II quasi-equivalence class and let M denote any finite

representation contained in this class. (A representation P is called infinite if

P~ co P. P is called finite if no subrepresentation of P is infinite.) Then [14,

Theorem 1.5] states that to each 7£L, there is associated a projection £ in

eo~l(M) and a nonsingular self-adjoint operator 77 in QGI(Me), where Mb

denotes the restriction of the representation M to the range of E. Two

representations in L are then unitarily equivalent if and only if they cor-

respond to the same projection £ and operator H.

We now proceed to develop a formulation of multiplicity theory which

will mesh easily with our characterization of the lattice of quasi-equivalence

classes. Since we now have a lattice of measure classes before us, it seems

natural to revert back to using old fashioned multiplicity functions.

Suppose LCQ and p= 6(7,). Then we define a multiplicity function for p

to be any function / defined on the lattice ideal of all <r-finite measure classes

^onW such that v^p, having non-negative real numbers and 00 for values

and satisfying the additional properties: (a) if j» = 0, then/(i<) = 0; (b) if v\

and Vi are cr-finite measure classes on W such that O^i ^v2^p, then f(v2)
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=/(^i) ; and (c) if a measure class v is in the domain of / and is the supremum

of a countable family {j'y} of two-by-two disjoint, nonzero measure classes

on W, then/(0=inf{/(l'y)}.

We next proceed to define a multiplicity function for p, corresponding to

each representation LEL. [14, Theorem 1.2] states that L may be expressed

uniquely in the form L = LiV£iiV-Liii such that Z,¿ó£y if i^j, and L,- is

either empty or LiEQ and is of type i, for i, j = l, II, III. Because the cor-

respondence between Q and e3TC('W) is lattice preserving it follows that p

may be decomposed uniquely in the form /¿ = /¿iVmiiV/¿iii such that /¿¿= Q(Li)

and pi-Lpj Hi 9¿j, i,j = l, II, III. We call /¿¿the type i part of p, for«=I, II, III.
Each LEL then has a decomposition of the form Lc^f^L'dp(y)

= 2Î-I J*<$/Lydpi(y)- Let M denote any finite representation contained in

Lu, which then has a decomposition of the form M~f%$/Mydpu(y). By [14,

Theorem 2.6], Ly and My are quasi-equivalent type II primary representa-

tions of W of jun-almost all y in W. Since M is finite, each M" is finite for

/¿ii-almost all y in *W. By the multiplicity theory for type II primary repre-

sentations (cf. [14, p. 197]) Lycam(y)My for /¿n-almost all y, where m(y) is a

positive real number or ». Then for V5¿0, v^pu, we define

f(v) = v-ess. inf. {m(y)} = Sup {m(y'): y'ÇW and v{y:m(y)^m(y')} =0}.

Similarly, by [14, Theorem 2.6], 7> is a type I primary representation of

*W, for /¿i-almost all y in V?. Thus, by the multiplicity theory for type I pri-

mary representations, L*~n(y)Ny, where Ny is an irreducible representation,

N"Ey, and re(y) is a positive integer or », for /¿i-almost all y. If v?¿0 and

v á/¿i, we define f(v) = y-ess. inf. {re(y)}.

If v^p, then v = vi\/t'u\/vin where v<^/¿¿ for i = l, II, III. We then define

/to-infi/M./frii)} if "i^O and vn^0,f(v)=0 if p = 0, f(v)=f(n) if vi^O
and ^ii = 0, f(v) =f(vu) if vi = 0 and vu^O, and finally /(v) = » if v^O, vi = 0

and í»ii = 0.
Thus corresponding to each 7,G£ we associate a well-defined function on

the lattice of measure classes absolutely continuous with respect to p which,

if the type II part Lu of L is nonempty, depends on the choice of a finite

representation M in Lu. For this reason we sometimes call this function a

"relative multiplicity function." We next revise our notation in order to

properly indicate the different objects upon which this function depends.

Íh,m(L, v) will denote the function defined above, whose domain is the set

{v.v^p}, p=Q(L), LEL, and M is a finite representation in the type II

part of L. The subscript M may be suppressed in the case where Lu is empty.

We leave to the reader the tedious task of verifying that, for fixed p, M and L,

fii,M(L, 0 is indeed a multiplicity function as defined above.

Our next task is to prove that this multiplicity function distinguishes

representations, up to unitary equivalence, within a quasi-equivalence class.

Before establishing this fact (Theorem 5) however, we must first obtain a

couple of preliminary results.
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Proposition 8. Suppose LCQ, MCQ, LCL, MCM, /¿=6(L), and
v= QiM). Let L = J^Lydpiy) and M = f^Mvdv{y) represent the central decom-

positions of L and M respectively. Then L^M if and only if p^v and Ly^My

for p-almost all y.

Proof. We remark first that in this proof and the material to follow, we

adopt the usual practice of identifying representations which are unitarily

equivalent, whenever it is convenient to do so.

Suppose first that L^M. Then L\M and v — p\/p' where /¿-L/¿'. Let
Ml = J<$Mydpiy) and M2 = J<$Mydp!(y). Then M=Ml + M2 and M2óZ.

Hence L^M1. Then there exists a projection £ in (RiM1, Ml) such that

Lx = EMlE lor all x in W. By Corollary 2 to Proposition 4, E = f^Eydpiy),

where £" is a projection in (R(My, M") lor /¿-almost all y. By [l, Proposition 3,

p. 161], Lvx = EyMvxEy for /¿-almost all y. Hence L"^My for /¿-almost all y.

Conversely, suppose p^v and Ly^My for /¿-almost all y. Then we may

write v = p\/p' where /¿L/¿' and M= M1-\-M2 as above. It is sufficient to prove

L¿Ml. Using the fact that 3C(L") is an invariant subspace of 3C(Af1/) for p-

almost all y, the reader may verify directly from the definition of direct

integral that 3C(L) is an invariant subspace of 3CÍM1) and that L is the re-

striction of Ml to this subspace. Hence L^M.

Let L = J^Lydpiy). Then if L is type I, Ly is a type I primary representa-

tion for /¿-almost all y. Thus if Ny is an irreducible representation contained

in the class y, we have Ly = niy)Ny where w(y) is a positive integer or «>,

for /¿-almost all y. According to [14, Corollary 1 to Theorem 2.8], y^>n{y)

is a /¿-measurable function. We next prove the analogue of this result for the

type II case.

Proposition 9. Let L denote a type II representation with central decomposi-

tion L = f'fyLydpiy). Let M denote a finite type II representation quasi-equiva-

lent to L, with central decomposition M=J%j%Mydpiy). Then Ly = miy)My for

p-almost all y, where, for each y, miy) is a positive real number or oo. The func-

tion y-^miy) is p-measurable.

Proof. Given anyX>0, we may form the representation M\ = f^\Mvdpiy).

Further L and M\ may each be decomposed into disjoint parts, say 7, = L14-P2

and MX = M{ + Ml, such that L^M{ and L2^M\. (Cf. [14, p. 198] or [12,
Theorem 1.13, p. 24].) These decompositions are effected by a pair of projec-

tions £ and F such that ££6(R(P) and P£6tft(M). Since L~M\ it follows

that Ll~M\ and 7,2~Afx and thus that £ and F correspond to the same

Borel set, say B of W. Hence by Proposition 8 we have Ly = miy)My-£\My for

/¿-almost all y in B and Ly = miy) My¡t\My for /¿-almost all y in (W—B).

Let JX¿} denote an increasing sequence of positive real numbers which

approaches X from the left. Then for each i, there exists a measurable set 3TC,-

such that miy) ^X¿ for all y in 3R,-, and a measurable set 3R/ such that

w(y)^X,-for all y in 3H/, and ¿¿(^-(311^311/)) =0. Let 3H = U¿3rt,-. If y£3TC,
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then m(y)^\i for some i and thus m(y) <X. Let 3l = Uj (W-(3H<W3E/)).

Then ¿u(9l) =0. Now suppose m(y)<\ and y(£3TC. If yG9TC¿ for every i, then

\i^m(y) for every i, which implies m(y) S;X. Hence y $311/ for some i. Hence

yG3l. Let 3li denote the set of y, yG*W, for which m(y) <X and y(£3TC. Then

3liC3l which implies p(^Li) =0. Thus {y:m(y) <X} =3IlU3li is a measurable

set.

Theorem 5. Let Li and Li denote two representations in the class L, where

LEQ. Let p— Q(L) and let M denote any finite representation contained in the

type II part of L. Then Li^Li if and only if/„,jií(£i, v) ̂ fn,M(Li, v) for all v ̂ /¿.

Proof. \.etLi = f^L\dp(y), Li=f^L\dp(y), and M = /^Mydpu(y), where
pu is the type II part of p. If L\ is type I, let N" denote an irreducible repre-

sentation quasi-equivalent to L\ and let L\ = ni(y)Ny and L\ = n-i(y)Ny. If

L\ is type II, let L\ = mi(y)My and L\ = mi(y)My. This may be done for pu-

almost all y.

Suppose first that L\^L%. By Proposition 8,L\^.L\ for /¿-almost all y and

thus «i(y) úni(y) for /¿i-almost all y, where /¿i is the type I part of p. Suppose

v^p and v = v\V^nV^in- Then

f?.M(Li, vi) = ir-ess.  inf.  {wx(y)} =ir-ess. inf.  {ni(y)} =f„tM(Li, vi).

Similarly one may prove/„,Af(Li, vu) ûfa.M(Li, vu), which then gives/„,m(£i,

v) ufß,M(Ll, v).
Conversely, suppose /^,m(7-i, v)^fß.M(Li, v) for all v^p. We shall prove

Li^Li in two parts. We shall prove (a) that ni(y) úni(y) for /¿i-almost all y,

where /¿i is the type I part of p and (b )that reii(y) ¿mi(y) for /¿n-almost all y.

(a) and (b) together then imply that L\^L\ for /¿-almost all y, and thus, by

Proposition 8, that Li^Li.

Part (a). Since «i(y) and ni(y) are measurable functions of y (see [14,

Corollary 1 to Theorem 2.8]) 73= {y: rei(y)>re2(y)} is a /¿i-measurable subset

of W. We assume that statement (a) above is false, i.e., we assume that

pi(B) 9^0. Let v denote the restriction of pi to 73. Hence/^,m(7,i, v) =p-ess. inf.

{«i(y)} >i»-ess. inf. {«2(y)} =f»,M(Li, v), which is the desired contradiction.

Thus v\(B) =0, and statement (a) above has been proved.

Part (b). Since fWi(y) and m2(y) are /¿n-measurable functions of y by

Proposition 9, we have, for each positive integer », that

73n = {y: m2(y) + 1/re < nti(y)}

is a /tii-measurable set. We proceed by way of contradiction and suppose that

statement (b) is false, i.e., that the set 73= {y: mi(y) <mi(y)} is such that

pu(B)7á0. Then for some positive integer, say re = 7V, pu(Bn) f^O. Let v de-

note the restriction of pu to the set 73¿y. Note that if yEBN, then mi(y) ^ ».

Then p-ess. inf. {mi(y)} ^p-ess. inf. {reî2(y)-rT/7V} =v-ess. inf. {m2(y)} +1/7V

>v-ess. inf. {»^(y)}. Hence fn,u(Li, v)>fl¡,ii(Li, v), which is the desired con-

tradiction. Thus pu(B) = 0 and statement (b) above has been proved.
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Corollary 1. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 5. Then LxcaL2 if and only

tf fn.u(L\, v) =/„,m(7,2, v) for all v^p.

Corollary 2. Let T-i and L2 denote any two representations of V?, Lx and L2

the quasi-equivalence classes containing Li and L2 respectively, and /¿i=6(7,i)

and /¿2=6(L2). Let M2 denote a finite representation contained in the type II

part of L2 and let Mi denote the subrepresentation of M2 having the property that

Li} Mi and (72—Pi) à Mi. Then Li^L2 if and only if pi^p2 and f^.M^Li, v)

Si/M.if,(I». v) for allv^pi.

We conclude this section with a few remarks on the type I case. For a

type I quasi-equivalence class L the multiplicity function defined above is

not "relative" and we may suppress the subscript Min the notation/^(T,, v).

Then we have that a representation L is multiplicity free if and only if

/„(L, v) = 1 for all v^p, v^O. A type I representation L is said to be uniformly

of multiplicity n if L = nM, where M is a multiplicity free representation. (Cf.

[12, p. 4l].) A measure p is said to be uniformly of multiplicity n relative to

some multiplicity function / which has p in its domain if/(c) —n for all vt^O

and v^p. (Cf. [9, p. 81 ].) These two concepts are then related in the following

manner.

Let L denote a type I quasi-equivalence class, p = Q(L), and 7,£7,. Then

L is uniformly of multiplicity n if and only if p is uniformly of multiplicity

« relative to the multiplicity function/^(L, •)•

We remark here that Theorem 1.4 of [14] may now be obtained as an easy

consequence of well-known properties of multiplicity functions. Indeed, let L

denote any type I representation. By [9, Theorem 3, p. 82], /¿= V//¿, where

\Pj\ is a countable orthogonal family of measure classes such that each /¿;

either has uniform multiplicity/, relative to the multiplicity function f„(L, •),

or/¿/ = 0, for/= oo, 1, 2, • • • . Hence L may be decomposed L = ^,j Lj where

the components are two-by-two disjoint and L¡ is uniformly of multiplicity/.

(Some terms may not appear.) But this is just [14, Theorem 1.4], except that

the uniqueness of the decomposition has not been proven here.

7. Projective representations. We now restrict ourselves to the case where

W is a separable locally compact group. In certain branches of physics and

in the study of induced representations it has been found necessary to enlarge

the scope of representation theory to include a more general concept, that of

"projective representation." A projective representation Lola separable locally

compact group G is a mapping x—»7,x of G into the group of all unitary oper-

ators on a separable Hilbert space 3C(P) such that (a) the image of the identity

element e of G is the identity operator 7, (b) for all x and y in G, Lxy

= <r(x, y)LxLy where o(x, y) is a complex number depending on x and y and

(c) the function x—+(Lx<p, \p) is a Borel function on G for each <p, \p in 3C(L).

The function (x, y)—><r(x, y) is called the multiplier of L and we refer to L

as a ^-representation. See [16, §l], for the extensions of the usual concepts

which are applicable to <r-representations. The importance of developing a
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decomposition theory which is not restricted to type I representations is

greatly enhanced in this more general situation since there exist commutative

groups which have primary cr-representations which are not type I. Further

there exists a commutative group G and a multiplier a such that G has just

one irreducible c-representation and that one is infinite dimensional. Cf.

[16]. We now consider those modifications in the theory developed in the

previous sections, which are needed to obtain, for a fixed multiplier a, a

general decomposition theory for cr-representations of G.

Let Gc'° denote the collection of concrete cr-representations which have a

classical Hubert space of re-tuples of complex numbers for a representation

space. We give Gc,ff a Borel structure exactly the way we gave W a Borel

structure. G" then denotes the collection of unitary equivalence classes of

irreducible cr-representations of G and we give G" a Borel structure in the

same manner as for G. We remark here that it has been shown in [16, §3]

that Theorems 8.1 through 8.6 of [15] remain true when ftc and ft are re-

placed by Gc'" and G" respectively.

Let Gp<r denote the subset of Gc-' consisting of primary representations.

Lemmas 2 and 3 of §2 apply immediately to cr-representations where the space

Z is the set of all cr-representations Loi G with a fixed representation space 3C.

Hence the reasoning of Theorem 1 may be used to show that Gv'° is a Borel

subset of Gc'". Let G" denote the collection of all quasi-equivalence classes of

primary cr-representations. Give G" the Borel structure determined as a quo-

tient of Gv'". Proposition 2 remains true if °WP is replaced by Gp'". Indeed the

given proof suffices for this case providing one takes into account the fact

that Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 of [15] are true for cr-representations. It follows

from this that every point of G" is a Borel set. Propositions 3 and 4 and Theo-

rem 2, and their corollaries, all apply to cr-representations when W is replaced

by G". The given proofs apply to this more general situation with only trivial

modifications. The proof of Lemma 4 also applies to projective representa-

tions providing one notes that the proof of [14, Lemma 1.5] goes through for

projective representations. Lemmas 5 and 7 of course have no meaning in

this context as we have developed no terminology to deal with projective

representations of ""-algebras. For this reason the given proof of Proposition 5

cannot be used. We now prove an analogue of Lemma 7 which can be used

to obtain the proper modification of the proof of Proposition 5.

Lemma 7'. Let L denote a a-representation of a separable locally compact

group G. If FGCt(L), then there exists a sequence of operators Ti of the form

Ti— ^2"¿i aijLXij, i — 1, 2, ■ • • , where the cx.y are complex numbers and x^EG,

j—1, ' • ' , Hi, i — 1, 2, • • • , such that \\Ti\\ =\\T\\ for all i and the sequence
{ Ti} converges to T in the strong operator topology.

Proof. Let ft denote the ""-algebra of all complex linear combinations of

operators of the form Lx where xEG. Then by [l, Corollary 1 to Theorem 2,

p. 44], ft is everywhere dense, in the strong topology, in ft(£), the von-
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Neumann algebra generated by the range of L. Suppose P£ft(P) and

»i = ||r||. By Kaplansky's density theorem [l, Theorem 3, p. 46], the ball

(Xm of Ö, of radius m, is everywhere dense, in the strong topology, in Ctm, the

ball of Q,(L) of radius m. Thus P is contained in the strong closure of Qm. By

[l, corollary to Proposition 1, p. 33], there exists a sequence of elements in

dm which converge strongly to P.

We leave it to the reader to make the necessary modifications in the proof

of Proposition 5, using Lemma 7' in place of 7, to make it apply to <r-represen-

tations. The rest of the decomposition theory now follows for projective

representations, with only trivial modifications.
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